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1. INTRODUCTION
The present study concerns how positive affect is expressed in writing about food
or food experiences, or more colloquially in Japanese, shokurepo “food report.” As a
starting point of the inquiry, it examines the usage of emotive adjectives. Text samples
extracted from online columns contain a wide range of morpho-syntactic constructions
involving emotive adjectives, including modifying (ureshii + [noun]), adverbial (ureshiku
+ [verb]), and derived nouns (ureshi-sa), while direct predicative forms (e.g., ureshii desu
“I’m happy”) rarely occur, a finding that partially echoes previous research (Minagawa
2016, Murakami 2017). The present study aims at a systematic understanding of how
predictable or “fixed” (cf. Ono and Thomson 2009) the usage patterns of individual
expressions can be, informed by textual data. It will be suggested that each item tends to
occur more in certain types of grammatical and discourse contexts than others—an idea
that may be useful from a pedagogical point of view. The analysis will also be placed in a
broader context, providing some of the frequent words from other categories that may
contribute to the expression of writers’ affective states. In what follows, I will go over
relevant literature (section 2), describe the setting of the study (section 3), and discuss the
results (section 4), followed by summary and discussion (section 5).
2. PREVIOUS STUDY ON EMOTIVITY IN WRITING
Minagawa’s (2016) study on written narratives of personal problems posted on a
Q&A segment of an online newspaper showed that emotive subjective predicates—verbs,
and adjectives—in the form of direct assertion (e.g., komari-masu [to.be.annoyed-POL]
“I’m annoyed/inconvenienced”, kanashii-desu [sad-COP] “I am sad”), as in (1a), were
infrequent (as low as about 16% of the entire variants, and about 9% if limited to
adjectival predicates).EN1 Instead, it is more common to use other types structures, such as
nominalization, structures that indicate emotion as being outside of speaker’s control.
Here are a few examples retrieved from another online source of a similar setting:
(1) a. kanashii desu
sad
COP
b. kanashii kimochi
sad
feelings

“I am sad.”
ni
to

nari-masu
become-POL

“[lit.] It becomes sad feelings.”

c. kanashikute, yarikire-masen
sad.TE
be.unbearable-POL.NEG

“I’m sad and can’t bear it.”

d. kanashimi-ga baizoo shita no
desu
sadness-NOM double do.PST NMLZ COP

“It is that sadness doubly increased.”
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In (1a), the adjective kanashii “sad” has a predicative form of direct assertion, with a
polite copula desu, while in (1b), it is used as a modifier of the noun kimochi “feelings.”
The same word in (1c) takes the te form, followed by a phrase that emphasize the state of
sadness, yarikiremasen, which roughly translates to “I can’t bear it.” In (1d), the
derivational suffix -mi follows the stem form kanashi-, forming a noun kanashi-mi
“sadness”, which act as the subject of a transitive construction. Minagawa’s examples
range beyond these types of examples, kanashiku-natte-shimai-masu (sad-becomeuncontrollably-POL) “I uncontrollably become sad.”
We now review a set of objective criteria for what to include as emotive
adjectives with examples. There are adjectives that readily express the emotive state of
the subject, such as, ureshii “(I’m) happy,” as opposed to those that do not, yasashii
“(I’m) kind.” The latter describes a personal trait of the subject (who happens to be the
speaker, in this example). The judgment on third-person sentences like (2) and (3) show
the semantic distinction more clearly:
(2)

hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP

ureshi-soo
da
happy-appear COP

“Hanako looks happy.”

(3)

hanako-wa
Hanako-TOP

yasashi-soo
kind-appear

“Hanako looks kind.”

da
COP

Sentence (2), which consists of the emotive adjective ureshii and the evidential marker soo, followed by the copula da “is”, denotes the speaker/writer’s observation about
Hanako’s internal emotion. Sentence (3) describes Hanako’s personality observed by the
speaker/writer, not that Hanako is feeling kindly or gently toward something. Using the
test sentences above, Murakami (2017) classifies adjectives that can have the kind of
“internal” reading with the soo da construction as kanjoo keeyooshi (emotive adjectives,
translated “emotional adjective” in the original), and those that cannot, as zokusee
keeyooshi (attribute adjectives). The rest of the author’s analysis, which yields a four-way
classification, is summarized in Table 1:
Table 1. Adjective types and examples (based on Murakami 2017)
Four-way
Two-way
classification classification
A
“Emotional”
B
C
D

“Attribute”

Characteristics

Examples

Typical emotional adjectives. Tend
to express experiencer’s state.
It also tends to express the state of
target objects.
Expresses emotions by indicating
temporary behavior as an adverbial.
Typical attribute adjectives.

ureshii
“happy”
sugasugashii
“fresh”
oishii
“delicious”
yasashii
“kind”

Numbers
(%/642)
39 (6%)
49 (8%)
24 (3%)
530 (83%)

The collection of 642 adjectives are based on The Test Content Specification for the Old
Japanese Language Proficiency Test (2002); 39 items of type A, together with 49 items
of type B items are classified under what the author considers to be “emotional
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adjectives,” defined as “adjectives that can indicate emotions/sensations” [translated by
the present author] (2017:61). Both types are “emotional adjectives” in that they give the
“internal” reading with the soo-da construction introduced above, but type B is less
typical as it does not pass another judgment test.EN2 The type C items are regarded as
“attribute adjectives,” but are not as typical as those of type D, as it gives an internal
reading in a sentence with the adverbial construction sooni (e.g., oishi-soo ni taberu).
They uniquely allow an “internal emotion” reading only when used as an adverb with the
-soo construction, oishi-sooni taberu [appear.ADV + Verb] “eat (feeling) delicious” (lit.
“eat deliciously”). Type D items do not allow for either one.
Having established adjective types according to their semantic properties, let us
turn to how they are used in sentences. Here are the morpho-syntactic types considered
for the present study, also adopted from Murakami (2017):
(4) a. ureshii-desu
Happy-COP

“I am happy” (predicative)

b. ureshii koe
happy voice

“happy voice” (modifying)

d. ureshiku
omou
happy.ADV think

“I feel happy.” (lit. “I think happily.”) (adverbial)

c. ureshi-sa
happy-NML

“happiness” (derived)

(4a) and (4b) have the same morphological form ureshii, but the former occurs as a
predicate, in this case, followed by a politeness copula desu, while the latter occurs as a
modifier of a noun phrase. The adjective in (4c) takes the adverbial form -ku, followed by
a verb, and the one in (4d) has the stem form followed by the derivational suffix -sa.
As for the frequencies of these construction types, previous literature suggest that
they depend on whether the data is from the written Japanese or conversational Japanese.
Murakami’s analysis on i adjectives, which is based on written corpus, shows that the
modifier usage is the most frequent type (about 40%) out of the four in (4), while Ono
and Thompson’s (2009) analysis of conversational data, also focused on i adjectives,
reports that predicative usage substantially outnumbered attribute adjectives (88% v.
12%).
3. DATA AND METHOD
This study first examines how positive emotive adjectives are used in food
columns. It asks how (in)frequently overt expressions of writers’ emotions are expressed
through them. As was the case for the aforementioned study on online Q&A texts
describing personal problems (Minagawa 2016), one can expect infrequent occurrences
of overt indications of emotion in written food reports, because the topics’ primary
concern is experiences through food rather than interpersonal interactions. Thus, writers
would be more descriptive than expressive when presenting their experiences, perhaps
taking the perspectives of the readers as potential experiencers. In order to gain a broader
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picture of the characteristics of the genre in question, the study also asks what other types
of linguistic expressions may indicate writers’ positive affect.
Seventy columns about Japanese seasonal food were retrieved from the Internet
and digitized for analysis. The word occurrences were automatically counted and
classified by part of speech using the free software, KH Coder, and necessary
modifications were made on items that were incorrectly identified. Each adjective was
assigned one of the semantic types introduced in Table 1, using Murakami’s list of 642
adjectives and the database developed by the present author, which includes additional
adjectives drawn from Nakamura's (1993) Kanjoo hyoogen jiten [Dictionary of Emotive
Expressions] and results of native speakers' judgments. Out of the collected adjectives,
the emotive adjectives were mainly used for analysis. The retrieved texts were imported
into the qualitative analysis software MAXQDA installed on a personal computer owned
by the author, in order to be able to assign codes to selected expressions making them
systematically retrievable. The adjectives that repeatedly appeared are examined further
in detail with their morphological forms and syntactic environments as introduced in (4),
as well as with the characteristics content and discourse context. The selected frequent
attribute adjectives and items from other lexical categories, also extracted by KH Coders,
are considered for preliminary analysis as well.
4. RESULTS AND EXAMPLES
KH Coder extracted a total of over 2,300 tokens containing about 300 different
adjectives from the data. In terms of the number of different adjectives, the ratio among
the four types A-D presented in Table 1 (4.3%, 5.4%, 4.7%, 85.6%, respectively) shows
that the attribute adjectives occupy the majority of the adjectives, a general characteristic
of the inventory in Japanese. Emotive adjectives (both types A and B) are relatively
infrequent, at least compared to Murakami’s list (6%, 8%, 3%, 83%). As for token
counts, Type C items occur relatively more frequently (9.3% of all adjective tokens) than
what the type frequency suggests. This is presumably because specific type C words,
such as oishii “delicious” and their synonyms umai and bimina were repeatedly used.
(See (12).) From the collected emotive adjectives (types A and B), eight items have
positive meanings. (Note that the numbers in parentheses indicates tokens.)
(5)

HAPPINESS: ureshii “happy” (11), koofukuna “happy” (4), shiawasena “happy” (4)
LONGING: koishii “longing for” (5), natsukashii “nostalgic” (3),
COMFORT: kokochiyoi “comfortable” (4), kokorozuyoi “to feel supported” (1),
sugasugashii “refreshed/refreshing” (1)

We see some general characteristics of this group, namely that these items indicate either
a type of HAPPINESS (ureshii, koofukuna, shiawasena), LONGING (koishii, natsukashii), or
COMFORT (kokochiyoi, sugasugashii, kokorozuyoi).
Here are emotive adjectives that have neutral or negative meanings, also
organized by conceptual type.
(6)

CERTAINTY: tashikana “certain” (10)
SURPRISE/MYSTERY: igaina “unexpected” (4), fushigina “mysterious” (3)
ADVERSITY: nayamashii “troubling” (1), zannenna “regrettable” (1)
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PHYSICAL SENSATION: atsui “hot” (air) (24), samui “cold” (17), karui “light
(weight)” (11), atatakai “warm” (substance) (9), atatakai “warm” (air) (2),
omoi “heavy” (6), itai “painful” (2), suzushii “cool” (1)
Other: fukuzatsuna “complicated” (2), isogashii “busy” (1), monotarinai
“missing” (1)
Although neutral or negative words like these are beyond the scope of the present paper,
it should be noted that some of these words play an important role in creating the writers’
affection toward the food/food experience. For example, tashikana “certain”, which can
also be considered as marginally positive, can describe the authenticity of the food
ingredients and the chef’s cooking skills. Also, the sense of surprise and mystery,
expressed by igaina and fushigina, respectively, would express writers’ curiosity toward
the food being described, and words like nayamashii “troubling” is used to refer to
writers’ troubled feelings about choosing between two dishes that are too tempting.
(Items in the first three categories are type A adjectives, while the rest, except for
monotarinai are type B adjectives. Note that physical sensation words are included as
“emotion adjectives” even though it is not intuitive to regard them as affective.)
In terms of morpho-syntactic constructions, the predicative usage is limited in
number and by context, while the other three types, adverbial, modifier, and derived, are
much more common. We will now go over the results for the positive words of two of the
conceptual categories identified above (4.1 and 4.2), followed by a brief overview of
attribute adjectives and other lexical categories (4.4).
4.1 HAPPINESS
There are three adjectives of HAPPINESS, 11 occurrences of ureshii “happy;
pleased”, and four each of koofukuna and shiawasena. The latter two, both of which
denote “happy” but in a more long-term sense than ureshii (which is why “pleased” is not
included in their translations), seem to be limited in usage and focus on the quality and
depth of the happy feeling, as evidenced by things that are described, such as “moments,”
“time,” “chain of events” and so forth. Due to the space of the paper, this section focuses
on the usage of ureshii.
Out of 11 tokens of ureshii, three are used as predicates. Here is one example:
(6)

kinenbi-ni-wa
anniversary-on-TOP

messeeji pureeto ya supaakuringu wain-nado-no
message plate and sparkling
wine-other-GEN

saabisu-mo ureshii
service-also happy
“On anniversaries, you would be pleased with services like message plates
and sparkling wine.”
The adjective follows the nominative phrase “services such as messages plates and
sparkling wine” (marked by mo).
The other two predicative examples occur in a quoted speech, exemplified in (7):
(7)

kono

kakaku de

kono

shitsu to
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this

price at

this

quality and taste-ACC provide

EXCLAMATORY

to

odorok-areru-to
ureshii-desu
QUOT surprise-PASS-when/if happy-COP.POL
“If people are, like, surprised (at our dish) (it’s impressive) you provide the
quality and taste of this level at this price, I'm happy.”
Here ureshii, combined with a polite copula desu, follows a conditional phrase meaning
“...when/if they are surprised (at my cooking) [on me].” The entire sentence appears as
part of what the chef said to the reporter. Although we need more than two examples to
confirm, based on previous research, it is likely that conversational sentences allow
emotive adjectives to appear as predicates more easily. If this is the case, the data
presented here is consistent with Ono and Thompson’s finding about the prevalence of
predicate usage in conversations.
Let us turn to cases in which adjectives are used as a modifier, the most common
type. All five tokens modify a noun as the stimulus of the emotion, for example, ureshii
sapuraizu (lit. “happy surprise”) “a surprise that makes someone happy” and ureshii
rainappu “happy line-up” (or “happy selections”), as opposed to those in which the
modified noun is the symptom of the emotion, such as ureshii hyoojoo (lit. “happy facial
expression”) “facial expression of happiness.” Here is another example in a sentence:
(8)

Yushutsuryoo-ga
sukunaku, nihon-de-wa kishoona suisu-wain-o
import.amount-NOM few
Japan-in-TOP rare
Switzerland-wine-ACC
itadak-eru-no-mo
ureshii pointo.
receive-POT-NMLZ-also
happy point
“That we can have a Swiss wine in Japan, one that is rare due to a low amount of
import, is one point (aspect) that makes us happy.”

In (8), the modifier adjective + noun construction, ureshii pointo follows the nominalizer
construction, functioning as the nominative or topic of a sentence (marked by mo “also,”
as in “no-mo + URESHII + noun predicate”).
Also, under the modifying type, there are instances that involve what Ono and
Thomson (2009) call light heads, which refer to modified nouns that have semantically
general meanings, such as tokoro “place”, koto “thing,” and kagiri “limit”, as shown in
(9):
(9)

a. ureshii tokoro “happy aspect” (lit. “happy place”)
b. ureshii kagiri “nothing but happy” (lit. “happy limit”)
c. ureshii koto “happy matter”

Both (9a) and (9b) use a construction similar to that of (8), namely, the nominalized
construction of a modifying clause + no, followed by no ga (NMLZ-NOM) and no-mo
(NMLZ-also). As is the case for (8) with the head noun pointo, the noun phrase in which
ureshii is used acts as the predicate of a sentence, following nominalized topic phrases
such as “(the fact) that you can eat every part of the chicken (is a pleasing/happy aspect)”
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or “(the fact) that the soup warms up with medicinal effects.” As for (9c), there are three
instances, all of which occur as a fixed phrase, ureshii koto ni “to my delight” at the
beginning of a sentence.
4.2 LONGING
The adjective koishii “to long for” is used to express one’s feelings and, in the
text, all four tokens are used in an adverbial form koishiku, followed by naru “to
become.” The phrase koishiku naru “become longing for” follows some kind of temporal
adverbial, such as aki ni naruto “when autumn arrives” or samui fuyu ni “in a cold
winter,” as in (10):
(10)

Samui fuyu
ni
koishiku naru,
nihon-no fuubutsushi,
oden.
cold winter in
long.for become Japan-GEN seasonal.tradition hot.pot
“A Japanese seasonal tradition that you will miss in the cold winter; that’s oden.”

In this example, the adjectives koishii is not used to describe the writer’s tasting
experience or the description of the food being reported. Rather, it is used to draw
readers’ interest toward the beginning of a column, reminding us that we miss the item in
question. In fact, all five instances of koishii appeared either in a subject heading title or
an introductory paragraph, setting the stage for reporting the food experience in question.
All three instances of natsukashii collocated with o kanjiru (ACC feel). One is
used to describe the atmosphere of the restaurant as in (11a), and the other two describe
the taste of food, as in (11b):
(11)

yaya
amame-de,
dokoka
natsukashisa-o
kanji-sasemasu
feel-CAUS.POL
slightly sweet.little-and somewhere nostalgy-ACC
“It’s a little on the sweet side and makes you think somewhat nostalgically.”

The derived nominal form natsukashisa is used as the object of the verb (and thus is
marked by the accusative o) kanjiru to feel.
4.3 Other lexical items
There is also a rich collection of attribute adjectives and items from other lexical
categories that exhibit writers’ positive attitudes. Here are all of the attested positive
attribute adjectives that bear some characteristics of emotive adjectives (Type C):
(12)

oishii “delicious” (114), umai “delicious” (42), taisetsuna “precious” (27), bimina
“delicious” (19), sawayakana “fresh” (19), ajiwaibukai “of profound taste” (8),
daijina “precious” (2), hareyakana “clear; sunny” (1), yorokobashii “delightful”
(1), kyoomibukai “cuirous” (1)

There were largely three conceptual types, those that express DELICIOUSNESS (oishii,
umai, bimina, ajiwaibukai), PRECIOUSNESS (taisetsuna, daijina) and PLEASANTNESS
(sawayakana, hareyakana, yorokobashii).
In addition, there were numerous typical attribute adjectives (Type D). Out of the
20 most frequent items, there were six items that were inherently positive (number of
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token in the latter parentheses): yoi “good” (127), koobashii “fragrant” (36), kookyuuna
“of high class” (30), joohinna “elegant” (25), yasashii “kind; gentle” (21) and shinsenna
“fresh” (43). There are also six that are not themselves positive but are often used to
describe food of good quality: nookoona “dense” (89), shinpuruna “simple” (51), fukai
“deep” (40), hoofuna “rich” (28), shizenna “natural” (23), and dokutokuno/na “unique”
(21).
Likewise, out of 20 most frequent suru verbs, most of which consist of Sino
compound nouns and the light verb suru, five verbs—tannoo-suru “deeply appreciate”
(77), gensen-suru “carefully select” (30), gyooshuku-suru “densely concentrate” (22),
jukusee-suru “[food ingredient] matures” (21), and gentee-suru “set a limit” (17)—are
often used to describe positively about food or food ingredients. These expressions may
be culturally-bound and associated with aesthetics and valued qualities in Japanese
culinary traditions, such as intensity, perfectionism, authenticity, subtlety, simplicity,
naturalness, and richness. However, more extensive semantic research with empirical
support is needed for developing an analysis of these lexical categories and their
relationships to writers’ (and possibly readers’) perspectives.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This exploratory study examined how emotive expressions are used in writing
about food and food experiences, focusing on adjectives. The text samples showed that
emotive adjectives that indicate positive affect—of HAPPINESS, LONGING and COMFORT—
most commonly appear as the modifier of a noun (or noun phrase), and less frequently,
adverbs or derived nouns. They not only tend to occur in certain morphological shapes or
syntactic environments, e.g., ureshii as a modifier; natsukashii derived to become the
noun natsukashisa; or koishii occurring as koishiku, but also collocate with certain other
items, e.g., ureshii with generic modified nouns, natsukashi-sa “nostalgia” with kanjiru
“to feel”, and koishiku- with naru to mean “miss (certain food)”. Furthermore, some
words may link easily to certain concepts or settings in discourse, for example, koishii “to
long for”, evoking the concept of season in which writers (and readers) might miss or
crave for the food in question, an idea that tends to appear at the beginning of a food
report narrative. Having a cluster of words and concepts like this can be useful in
describing one’ emotional attachment toward dishes, or for establishing a common
ground with his/her readers, before getting to the actual report. To this end, further
research on affective expressions may benefit from a closer examination of other lexical
categories.
Also, as a tentative finding, there seems to be an interesting asymmetry between
food columns and personal problem narratives. Unlike the latter, in which emotive
adjectives, e.g., kanashii “sad” (according to the present author’s data of a similar
setting), tend to follow a phrase denoting the cause of an emotion (~te, kanashii “~and/so
sad”) or is followed by a phrase denoting a symptom of an emotion (kanashikute, ~ “sad
and/so ~”), food reports tend to take more of other types of clausal structures, such as
nominalized constructions, e.g., [clause] no ga/mo + [emotive adjective] “the fact that ~
is [emotion],” and adverbial discourse markers, ureshii koto ni~ “the happy news is~”
These structural characteristics and differences may be explained by comparing the
communicative purposes of the genres in question—for example, whether the writers
want to express his/her emotional state, or they want to establish a mutual affective
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stance with the readers.
The observations above lead to the following two general pedagogical
suggestions. First, different adjectives should be taught and practiced with different
emphases—in terms of the morphological forms they take, sentential positions and their
position in discourse, based on frequency informed by real life usage. Second, in doing
so, the learning of writing (or speaking) must take place upon a clear understanding of the
purpose of a given text and who the readers are, so that writers’ subjectivity can be
appropriately encoded through the text. I hope that the present paper conveyed the value
of examining language use through authentic materials.
EN1

The conventions are as follows:
ACC
accusative (object marker)
ADV
adverbial form
CAUS causative
COP
copula
GEN
genitive
NEG
negative
NOM nominative
NML
nominal (affix)

NMLZ
PASS
PST
POL
QUOT
TE
TOP

nominalizer
passive
past
polite
quotative
te (or gerundive) form
topic marker

EN2

Murakami devised a test that separates Type A and Type B adjectives (as one of the
three judgment tests), which is ___soona + Noun, where the evidential soo takes the na
form to function as a modifier of the following noun. In order to pass this test, the
construction has to give only the internal reading.
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